TRIP TO BRAZIL
A journey that will allow you to come back to the
Source, getting to know our tribe Kariri Xocó,
one of the last indigenous tribes of the world.
They fight with honor and strength to defend
their rights and traditions.

The trip to Brazil represents a unique opportunity to live
in close contact with customs and traditions of our Tribe
that will exceptionally open the doors of Sabuká centre where
we will spend a few days with them: they expressed their
willingness to share ceremonies, sacred songs and dances,
rituals, helping us to rediscover the true connection with
Mother Earth, Father Sky and the Heart of the Great Spirit.
It is a great privilege and a unique event that the tribe will
open the doors of their community to Europeans and this is
possible thanks to the deep spiritual connection that Juma
and Daiko have with the tribe.

Not only an extraordinary journey, but also an action of real
humanitarian aid. Through the trip you will support the tribe
within their community, you will have the chance to
appreciate their craftsmanship and products (feathers, seeds
necklaces, cocar, ritual pipes, maraca, sacred body painting,
organic coconut oil, herbal remedies, t-shirts etc.) and you will
contribute to their project to build simple huts where they will
host more people to spread their wisdom.
Follow the Project on Instagram "Cabocla Tribe"

PROGRAM
December 28th 2020
January 7th 2021

The experience begins at Aracaju Airport, North of Bahia, 2 hours
from the village of the Kariri Xocó tribe. All participants land on the
27th.
We will spend four days with the tribe, from December 28th to the
31st, learning their songs and the traditional dance Torè, receiving
powerful body paintings, living sacred ceremonies, spiritual walks in
nature and much more.
From January 1st to the 5th we will enjoy Praia do Francès beach
near Maceio: wonderful white beaches, nature, relax, outdoor
activities, sport and yoga.
From late afternoon of the 5th to the 7th it will be held an authentic
ritual experience belonging to the afro-Brazilian spiritual lineage.
On January 7th we return to Aracaju Airport.

Info e Bookings by August 30th
WHATSAPP +393394288345
2,300€ including: flight - accommodation - brunch and dinnercar rental or taxi - rituals with the tribe.
One extra optional ceremony: 120€each
Estimated cost of the flight is 800€ - if the cost is higher, the
difference should be added (2,300€ + the difference).
Each participant can manage flight booking independently
according to her own needs and plans.
Number of participants is limited.
Booking Whatsapp only +393466597824
300€ N.R by August 30th, the remaining 1.200€ by October 31st

You are Welcome: Bring Along Love and Respect
Cabocla Tribe

Kariri Xocò, North
Eastern Tribe

Praia do Francès
Beach

